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TO
MILLIE

AND
HARDY

Go, little book, and wish, to all
Flowers in the garden, meat in the hall,
A bin of wine, a spice of wit,
A house with lawns enclosing it,
A living river by the door
A nightingale in the sycamore!
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON

Foreword
Among the trends of the present day-the trend
towards Rock 'n' Roll, the trend towards selfimmolation (known as the Death-Wish among
friends), the tendency to drop the H-bomb on
the neighbours etc., far and away the nicest is the
trend towards the kitchen. Nowadays everyone,
or very nearly everyone, cooks or has a specialite
which they can whip up in a trice, everyone admits
the Importance of Chives, everyone assumes a
knowing look after the first bite or sup-"A pinch
of cinnamon would have made all the difference,"
they say-everyone has at least one recipe handed
down from Great Aunt Laura or given to him by
the chef of the remotest auberge in the HautePyrenees; in fact, never has cooking been such
fun. I have never had such fun myself. I have
absorbing and heated arguments with bejewelled
ladies at Ambassadorial receptions as to the best,
the only, way to make a Yorkshire pudding;
exchange deeply cherished recipes with people
under oaths of secrecy much as lovers used to
exchange their most sacred vows, and I unmercifully browbeat my host or hostess into giving away
that ultimate ingredient that makes All the Difference. Which is a far cry from the days when the
Shepherd's Pie and the Shape were handed round
and consumed in silence.
Of course this trend isn't new, nothing is under
the sun, and over three hundred years ago Robert
Burton said, "Cookery is become an art, a noble
science; cooks are gentlemen," but I am sorry to
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say that it wasn't until lately that I heard the call
to come into the kitchen. The year 1956, which
is shuddering to its close as I write, has been an
eventful one for me and not the least eventful part
has been devoted to my culinary adventures.
There was the wonderful day when my first
souffle rose to such heights that it nearly hit the
top of the oven (the oven fortunately had a glass
door so th~t I was able to watch this phenomenon
open-mouthed), the thirty-six hours I spent first
trying to make puff-pastry, during which I had
to cancel all engagements and lost a night's sleep
into the bargain, the evening the Oven Blew Up,
the afternoon the lid flew off the Waring Mixer
and sprayed unreachable parts of the ceiling with
chocolate mousse, and the day I said "Leave the
canapes to me" and later found that several of the
guests had taken one nibble and then dropped
them, not I must admit without reason, behind the
sofa. I am learning the hard way but I am proud
to say that at the end of my first year I have more
than once turned out a creditable three course
dinner for six. Up until this year I had always
appreciated good cooking but never tried to cook
and the only pronouncement I had hitherto made
on the subject was "If it's rissoles I shan't dress",
a rule I made in 1929 and to which I still strictly
adhere.
Apart from this lifelong appreciation of good
cooking and my newly awakened Do-lt-Yourself
interest in it, the fact that Adrianne AlIen is an
old and dear friend of mine is, I am afraid, my
only justification for writing this foreword. (It
8

would not be true to say that I have never met
Mrs. Salter because she assures me that, under the
name of Heather Hethrington, she and Miss
AlIen "appeared in Easy Virtue by Noel Coward,
playing those jolly girls, swinging our Dorothy
bags and squealing at the gentlemen." These
performances are shrouded for me by the mists of
time which is perhaps just as well, but I will take
her word for it.) What I wish to make clear is that
I have never seen Miss AlIen and Mrs. Salter
'at it', never heard the whirr of their egg-beaters,
never seen them tenderly placing the creme brulee
in the bain-marie and thence, with trembling
hands, into the oven. N or have I tested the hundred and fifty recipes and therefore I cannot yet
vouch for them. What I can vouch for, however,
is that they are bound to be good. All the meals,
over all the years, that I have ever eaten in whatever exquisite house Adrianne happens to be inhabiting at the moment, have been superlative.
The advent of this book therefore, like an invitation to luncheon or dinner with Adrianne, is
a signal for general rejoicing. I shall be among
the first to prop it up on the kitchen table and
"take six eggs and a pint of cream ..."
NoEL COWARD
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He may live without books-what is knowledge but
grieving?
He may live without hope-what is hope but deceiving?
He may live without love-what is passion but pining?
But where is the man who can live without dining?
LORD LYTTON
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Cheese Soup
Fry a small finely chopped onion in an ounce of
butter without browning it, then add a pint of milk and
a pint of water. When this is nearly boiling, stir in two
slightly beaten eggs, two ounces of grated cheese, and
some salt and pepper. After adding the eggs and cheese
you must not let the soup boil.

Creme Germiny
Wash and pick over !- lb. of sorrel and chop finely.
Melt 2 oz. of butter in a saucepan and fry the chopped
sorrel over a medium gas, until it softens; add
pints
of pale stock, preferably chicken, and a tablespoonful of
fresh pea puree. Cook for IS minutes and season.
Keep warm but do not boil. Thicken with the yolks of
3 eggs and I coffee cup of cream. Sprinkle with
chopped chervil and serve.
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Cucumber Soup
Peel two cucumbers, cut them into small pieces,
remove the seeds, and boil the pieces for 3 minutes in
some water to which you have added a dash of vinegar.
Drain them well and put them into a saucepan with
4 ounces of butter. When that has melted, add 2 pints
of white stock, a coffee-cupful of fine white breadcrumbs soaked in milk, two onions cut up small, salt
and a pinch of sugar. Bring this to the boil, simmer a
little while, stirring occasionally. Strain the soup when
it is done, and just before serving stir in 4 or 5, or more,
tablespoonfuls of cream.

Watercress Soup
bunch of watercress
I t pints of water
I oz. of butter
egg yolk
t cup oftop of milk
Wash a bunch of watercress thoroughly and chop it
finely, stems as well as leaves. Melt butter in a pan and
let watercress gently stew in this for I minute, without
crisping or browning. Add boiling water and let it
simmer for 10 minutes. Season and take it off the stove.
Beat up the egg yolk in a basin, add a tablespoonful of
cream and add both to cooked watercress mixture, by
which time it will be below boiling point. Beat with a
whisk and add the top of the milk. Heat without boiling for 3 or 4 minutes. Serve very hot.
I
I
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EGG DISHES
FIRST COURSE LU CHEON DISHES
A D
SUPPER DISHES

That all-softening, overpowering knell,
That tocsin of the soul-the dinner-bell.
LORD BYRON

Anchovy Puffs
Little squares of pastry rolled very thin. Lay a half
sardine or anchovy in the centre; fold over, wet edges
and pinch together. Bake in a hot oven until done.

Croute au Jambon
Take a few slices of lean cooked ham, cut them into
small pieces and warm them in butter. Bind with a
stiff and creamy horseradish sauce and serve on hot
buttered toast. Then sprinkle the top with grated
cheese which should be browned under the grill.

Oeufi Marie Antoinette
Boil the number of eggs required for six to seven
minutes according to their size. Put them in cold water
and shell them. Then shred the eggs into a small
saucepan with butter, a little chopped chervil and
parsley, French mustard and a few shelled prawns,
half a pint of cream, salt and pepper. Mix well and pour
the mixture into a buttered fireproof dish. Sprinkle
with grated cheese, dot with a few pats of butter, put
into a quick oven and cook till the top begins to brown.
Evening Standard Prize Winning Recipe
[This delicate and unusual dish hails from Belgium,
and I think won the first prize in this competition partly
for its adaptability. It is equally good as a first course
or main course luncheon dish, first course dinner dish,
or for an after theatre supper. A white Bordeaux or
Chablis enhances its flavour.]
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Oeufi Le Touquet
For half-a-dozen hard-boiled eggs you must stew in
butter four medium-sized onions, chopped up finely.
Take your time: do not let them brown, but simply become a rich golden colour and quite soft. To these,
when they are done, add a tablespoonful of flour, mix
well and moisten with good stock (or failing that, milk,
or even water), seasoning it with a bouquet of parsley,
thyme, and bayleaf, salt, pepper, and grated nutmeg.
Cook this sauce for 20 minutes or so, remove the bouquet, and warm through in it the eggs cut in slices,
halves or quarters, as you prefer. It is one of mankind's
inspirations.
Given by Gertie Miller, Countess of Dudley

[I was first introduced to this delicious lunch dish
when I was staying with Gertie Miller in Le Touquet,
where she made a perfect English garden; she was a
wonderful hostess, born in Yorkshire, living in France.
There would always be a surprise dish to enjoy and
remember. She was perhaps the best known and
best loved of all the musical comedy leading ladies of
the Gaiety Theatre, and when she retired and
married Lord Dudley, she took the gaiety and joy of
living with her wherever she went, and the pleasures of
the table.]

Cucumber Toscana
2 cucumbers

2t

mushrooms
Parsley
2 yolks of eggs
t gill whipped cream
I oz. butter
Pinch of salt
Skin cucumber, cut in slices I inch thick, blanch,
strain and add the following sauce. Melt I oz. butter,
season, add oz. flour, pour on pint of stock slowly
and cook. Add cucumber and cook gently until nearly
mushrooms chopped, teaspoonful of
soft. Add
chopped parsley, gill whipped cream, 2 yolks of eggs.
Stir till thick. It must not boil. Serve with fried bread
croutons.
4 oz. flour

t
2t

t

t

Cucumber Oxflrd
It cups of peeled and grated cucumber
saltspoon of salt
oz. gelatine
cup of lemon juice
I teaspoonful of chopped onion
Press cucumber through a strainer taking care not
to lose any juice. Add strained lemon juice, onion and
salt. Turn into saucepan. Stir in gelatine dissolved
in a little cold water. Cook, stirring for 10 minutes,
then pour into a mould and set. Turn out on lettuce
leaves, fill centre with salmon mayonnaise. The mould
is best if a ring.
I

i
i

Oeufi Raymond
or 2 eggs per person
tablespoonful of shrimps, either potted or frozen
I tablespoonful of double cream
Sprinkling of grated cheese
Salt and pepper
Into individual dishes melt a small knob of butter,
into which you scatter the shrimps and pour over the
cream. On to this break the eggs, then season. Sprinkle
the cheese over the top and bake in the oven till nearly
set; then place under the grill to brown, and serve.
I
I
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Topfin Haluska
(Macaroni dish)
This is an unusual way of preparing macaroni.
lb. macaroni or spaghetti
2 oz. butter
i lb. ham or bacon (this must be cut Julienne)
i lb. grated cheese (Parmesan)
Cream
Salt, pepper, nutmeg, fried breadcrumbs
Cook macaroni in butter and salted water, drain and
refresh under cold tap. Melt some butter in pan and
add macaroni. Stir gently to remove all moisture. Add
bacon, well crisped. Then add grated cheese, pepper,
salt, grated nutmeg, and 2 to 3 tablespoonfuls of cream.
Turn into very hot deep dish and sprinkle the top with a
good layer of breadcrumbs, fried crisp, and on top of
this, the sieved Parmesan cheese. This must be served
'Very hot.

t

Quiche Lorraine
Line a tart plate with a good short paste. Make some
cuts in the dough with a knife, then cover the bottom
with thin slices of grilled bacon and then large thin
slices of Gruyere cheese. Fill with a custard made as
follows: 2 eggs with salt and pepper, well beaten with
a fork. To this is added I cup of milk or cream,
Place the pie in a very hot oven so it starts to bake,
then lower the heat to complete the baking for about
2S minutes.
[Quiche Lorraine, delicious and not hard to make, is
one of the best-known regional dishes from this richly
wooded land of subtle cooks and gourmets. Rumour
has it that this delicious pate feuilletee was the invention of the famous landscape painter Claude Gellee,
better known as Claude Rorrau.
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Fried Camembert Cheese
Savoury
Cut a Camembert into 8 pieces. Sprinkle with cayenne pepper, egg and breadcrumb each piece, and fry
golden brown. Only deep oil or mutton fat will do.

Cream Cheese
"Mimizan"
I large cream cheese dissolved in a gill of thin cream;
add I teaspoonful of chopped almonds; i teaspoonful
salt; i teaspoonful of Tarragon vinegar; 4 tablespoonfuls of milk. Soak 3 level teaspoonfuls of gelatine; dissolve and strain into first mixture; stir over ice until
setting then add I gill of thick cream whipped; put into
mould which has been wetted; when set garnish with
orang~ quarters and lettuce.

Fromage it la Minto
Butter
Salt and pepper
Thick Cream
Grated Cheese
Toast
Grease a dish with butter. Put a layer of cream, then
sprinkle with cheese. Put in fingers of toast lengthwise,
sprinkle with more cheese, salt, pepper and cream.
Lastly a layer of cream, then bake in a quick oven.

Oeufi Savoyarde
Take a fireproof dish, rub it with garlic and butter
it well. Parboil, in their skins, one pound of floury
potatoes, peel them and cut them in thin slices. Dispose
of these in layers in the fireproof dish, sprinkling salt
and pepper on each layer. Put in a little cream, just
level with the potatoes, and put the whole thing in a
moderate oven (Regulo 6). Cook it till the potatoes are
quite soft and the cream reduced.
Meanwhile, poach 4 eggs in boiling salted water
(with very little vinegar in it). Five minutes will do, as
the yolk should remain liquid. Remove and drain them
well; dispose them on the top of the potatoes; sprinkle
a little grated cheese (Parmesan and Gruyere mixed in
equal parts), and glaze quickly under the grill.
[This dish hails from this snow capped part of France
where wild flowers are picked to the accompaniment of
an orchestra of bells from the buff coloured cattle.
Everything is larger than life, but the humble egg,
cheese and cream are at their very best.]

3°

Omelette M ariniere
This is made with soft roes and shrimps. Allow for
each person two soft roes, about a dozen shrimps and
two eggs. The shrimps are boiled 2 minutes in salted
water, carefully shelled and kept hot.
The roes are poached 3 or 4 minutes in boiling water
with a little dry white wine, coarsely broken pepper,
salt, and a bouquet of thyme, parsley and bay leaf.
When cooked, drain them well, and keep them hot.
Make your omelette in the ordinary way with beaten
eggs, salt and pepper, using a very hot pan.
When the omelette is cooked, and while still flat in
the pan, put in the soft roes and shrimps; fold and serve
at once.

Lobster Omelette
Beat the yolks of five eggs with half a pint of thin
cream, milk with cream added, and a little salt and
sugar. Then mix in the stiffly beaten whites. Pour
into an omelette pan well greased with lard and bake in
a moderately hot oven. Meanwhile stir one tablespoonful of butter with two of flour in a saucepan over
a slow fire, adding by degrees three-quarters of a pint
of milk (thin cream), stirring continually for about 10
minutes. Add sugar, salt and white pepper to taste and
finally a lobster cut in small pieces. When the omelette
is baked a golden brown turn it into a hot dish and pour
the lobster sauce over it. Fold over other half.
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Coldstream Eggs
Flake some smoked haddock very fine and mix with
cream, enough to make it the consistency of very soft
puree. Put the mixture into individual egg dishes, the
deep kind, leaving room for an egg on the top. Put in
the egg, taking care not to break the yolk, add a little
pepper and cover with a very little"cream seasoned with
pepper and salt. Place in the oven until the eggs are
just set.
[The Coldstream Regiment of Foot Guards, originally formed in 1650 by Oliver Cromwell tb oppose
Charles Il's threatened invasion of Scotland, was commanded by General George Monck, and was named
"Monck's Regiment of Foot". In 1661 Charles decided to disband the old army, but owing to serious civil
disturbances the King retained the Regiment as "an
Extraordinary Guard to his Royal Person" and it
gradually became officially styled as the Coldstream
Regiment of Foot Guards.
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Omelette au Merluche
Make a very running French omelette-i.e. one
that has been beaten as little as possible. Have ready
some dried haddock that, after its first cooking, has
been flaked finely but not quite as fine as for the preceding recipe. Drain off the milk, add a little of it to
some cream, add a little pepper and made mustard and
pour over the flaked haddock. Simmer together for a
few minutes and when very hot pour it over and round
the omelette. There must be a good quantity of it and
the omelette must not be made until the last moment
when the sauce is quite ready. Serve in a gratin or silver
dish, to hold plenty of the sauce.

c
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Eggs Vosgienne
This egg dish from the Vosges district-the district
famous for its Terrine de Lapin Truffe and its foie
gras-is suitable either for luncheon or for supper.
Have for each person one rasher of streaky bacon, two
eggs and a little Gruyere cheese. The bacon should
be grilled crisply and cut in half a dozen pieces. Dispose these in a buttered china dish alternately with half
a dozen thin and small slices of Gruyere cheese. Start
cooking over the heat for I minute, put in a dessertspoonful of cream, carefully break your eggs over this,
add salt, pepper and a little cayenne pepper. Cook on
a very slow fire for a minute or two and finish in the
oven. The yolks should be liquid, the whites set, but
soft and creamy. The best way to serve this is in individual dishes.
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Shrimp Savoury
Newburg
bags of Youngs
Yolks of 2 eggs
I dessertspoonful Sherry
shrimps
I dessertspoonful Brandy
! cup of butter
2 tablespoonfuls cream
t teaspoonful salt
Few grains Cayenne
Melt the butter and put in the shrimps. Add seasonings, and cook for I minute; then add cream and yolks
of eggs slightly beaten. Stir until thickened. Serve on
toast.
I

or

2
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Pate Maison

Lechevin

t
!

lb. chickens livers
lb. veal liver or pigs liver
I lb. pork fat
t lb. butter; pepper, salt, garlic
Remove any sinews from livers. Mince all ingredients finely. Season with salt and pepper and a clove
of garlic. Put in an earthenware dish, cover with the
skin of the pork, put on the lid and bake in oven 3500 F.
for about I hour. Pass through a sieve and as it cools
stir occasionally. If when finished it is coated with a
cover of lard it will keep for some time.
Given by Madame Lechevin
[At the turning marked Inxent on the main Boulogne-Paris road,
hidden by trees, lies the beautiful seventeenth-century Chateau de
Recques, ancestral home of the Van Robais. At its feet in the lush and
sleepy valley is the village of Inxent. Hardly a village, for there is
only the local school, the shoesmith, the church and a three hundred
years old farmhouse renowned for its cooking and its hostesses, a
mother and two daughters, called the Auberge d'Inxent. Kept by
Madame Lechevin, an old lady of tremendous culinary ability and
courage, who like a general marshals her shining pots and pans in the
old kitchen, through which you pass on your way to dine. During the
Occupation hers was the remark that brought a blush to the face of the
German General in charge of the Pas de Calais. He asked her how it
was that they seemed to have so many English friends and could speak
English but no German. This was her reply: "Sir, your people visit
us once every twenty years, our English friends come every summer."
Never fail, if you are on that road, to turn at the signpost into the valley
and eat their Pate, Truite au Bleu, caught for you while you wait,
Poulet a la Creme, and then Crepes, which are a deep and hidden
mystery. How could it be otherwise in a village in which at least one
family bears the beautiful name of Panier-Fleuri?]

~3.6

Oeufi Celandine
Take some hard-boiled eggs, cut them in half and
remove the yolks, which you chop very finely. Take
~ome foie gras, enough to fill the eggs you have, pass.
It through a fine sieve, and stuff' the eggs with it. This
should be done with a light hand and the foie gras
should not be pressed down. Dispose your eggs in a
hollow serving dish and prepare the sauce.
The sauce is a mixture of Bechamel and mayonnaise,
i of the former and i of the latter; the Bechamel should
not be too stiff or the mayonnaise too vinegary, all this
being combined so as not to drown the fine flavour of
the foie gras. It should be poured over the stuffed
eggs, which should be completely covered and
sprinkled all over with the chopped yolks.
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Avocado Pear Salade
Add to the required mayonnaise, half the quantity
of double cream, a pinch of curry powder, and some
chopped capers. Cut the Avocado pears into thin
slices, and mix with a dressing of vinegar, oil, and a
little sugar, add prawns or other shell fish and pour the
sauce over the whole.

Champignons Marechale
Cook some small flat mushrooms in a little butter or
bacon fat. Fry at the same time some pieces of thin
streaky bacon, the same size as the mushrooms, and
when both are cold, sandwich a mushroom between
two pieces of bacon, wrap the whole thing up in a piece
of thin pastry, and bake until the pastry is done. Serve
hot.

Mushroom Fritters
Put in a saucepan some peeled mushrooms with a
sprig of thyme, a little garlic, bay leaf, seasoning and
a tablespoonful of water.
Simmer for S minutes and drain thoroughly. Cut in
fairly small pieces. Fry in deep fat or lard. Mix the
mushrooms with a suitable quantity of batter and drop
into the boiling fat, a tablespoonful at a time. Garnish
with parsley.
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Appetizers Coleraine
3 ozs. Kraft or cream cheese
! cup butter
i cup flour
Cream the cheese and butter, add flour and blend
together. Form mixture into small balls, about twice
the size of marbles, and place on ungreased baking
sheet. Flatten a bit with a spatula. Chill for 3 or 4
hours (or longer if more convenient) in the refrigerator.
Bake in a hot oven (450°F.), 7 to 10 minutes. Serve hot.
From the Misses Van FVinkle
[This delectable little cheese titbit was invented by
two of my most delightful friends who live in Bedford,
New York. I shall always remember the first time I
was taken to lunch at their pretty white weather-board
house, where these two charming sisters served an
exquisite lunch, a perfect mixture of America and
France.]

Potted Liver
lIb. of best calves liver
I hard boiled egg
I medium sized onion
I tablespoonful of double cream
Cook the liver very lightly and slowly in butter.
Cook the onion without browning till it is soft. Hard
boil one egg. Put all these ingredients through the
mincer, add the cream and seasoning. Pot, serve in
sandwiches or on slices of milk bread lightly toasted,
and buttered. This is very good as a snack before the
theatre, or after.

FISH

I'm fond of fire, and crickets, and all that,
A lobster salad, and champagne, and chat.
LORD BYRON: Don Juan

·

rJv/'
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Scallops Golden M arie
8 scallops
2 tablespoonfuls cream
6 mushrooms
i tumbler white wine
i lb. of shallots
Breadcrumbs
2 oz. of butter
Pepper, salt, cayenne
Wash scallops in cold water, cook for 5 minutes in
cold water, strain and wash again, then cook another
5 minutes in white wine. Cut the scallops very small
and put in shells, with butter. Fry the finely chopped
shallots and mushrooms, then add tablespoonful of flour
and mix with the wine the scallops were cooked in;
boil for 5 minutes, add cream and cover the scallops,
sprinkle breadcrumbs on top and cook in moderate
oven for 15 minutes. They should be golden brown.
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Haddock White's Club
2 oz. butter
1 cup milk
2 oz. flour
A dried haddock
3 eggs
Put into a saucepan 2 oz. butter, 2 oz. flour. Add
by degrees 1 cupful of milk, bring to the boil and allow
to cook, adding a little pepper. Now lightly grill the
dried haddock, chop it up nice and fine and add it to
the mixture, put your 3 yolks of eggs in and beat up.
Whip the whites to a stiff froth and mix all together.
Put into a souffle dish and steam for! hour. To serve,
turn it out and pour a mushroom sauce over.
[This famous club started as White's Chocolate
House in 1693, and 2d. was charged to enter! Frequented by the jeunesse doree of all times and of all
professions, such as politics, sport, the Services, Diplomacy, and literature has always been well represented.
It was the haunt of 'Beau' Brummel, when he was a
leader of fashion and in the Regency days the gambling
was very high.]

Crab Meat Snacks
(Excellent first course)
One pound of crab meat, mix with a little W orcestershire Sauce, Chili Sauce, Tabasco Sauce, and a little
mayonnaise, salt and pepper to taste. Make into small
balls, roll in slices of bacon, stick with tooth picks and
broil until bacon is brown. Serve with Hollandaise
Sauce, mixed with chopped chives. Serve with thin
cucumber sandwiches.

Cold Crab Meat Souffle
Take a fairly large crab; put all meat into a basin with
salt, pepper, one small teacupful mayonnaise, and one
of aspic jelly. Mix well and stir in about 3 leaves of
dissolved gelatine. Put at the bottom of a good sized
souffie dish some hearts of lettuce, sliced tomatoes and
hard-boiled egg slices. Cover with the crab mixture
and let it set. Before serving cover with a thin layer of
aspic jelly and keep on ice for several hours.

Crab Meat with
Artichoke Hearts
Cover the bottom of a fireproof dish with artichoke
hearts, fresh when in season, but canned are equally
suitable. Fill the remainder of the dish with fresh
crab meat. Make a thin cheese sauce to which you add
one cupful of tomato puree and I teaspoonful of
Worcestershire Sauce. Pour over the crab meat and
sprinkle breadcrumbs on top and bake.
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Sole Tarragon
For four people
I oz. flour
8 fillets of sole
! bottle white wine, not too dry Tarragon
4 oz. cream
I oz. butter
Roll the fillets up and place them in a buttered fireproof dish. Season them with salt and pepper and pour
wine over them. Put a sprig of tarragon into the wine.
Cover the pan, and put it in a medium oven (Regulo 4)
for about 15 minutes.
In the meantime, make a white roux with the butter
and flour, and while this is cooking put the cream into
a small pan and simmer it for 3 or 4 minutes until it has
reduced and thickened. Add it slowly to the flour and
butter mixture, stir it well and then put it aside while
you remove the sole from the oven, pour off the wine in
which it has cooked into another small pan, and keep
the fish covered and warm in the bottom of the oven.
Let the wine simmer until it has reduced by half; now
add this slowly to the cream sauce, stirring over a very
low fire, and cooking for 3 or 4 minutes until it is the
right consistency. If too thick, add a little more cream;
if too thin, then cook a little longer.
Now pour the sauce (through a sieve if it is at all
lumpy) on to the fillets, add a tablespoonful of chopped
tarragon, a fine dusting of breadcrumbs, a knob of
butter, and put under a hot grill to brown.
This really is a delicious creamy dish, and one of the
few ways of cooking sole in which the richness of the
sauce does not detract from the natural flavour of the
sole.

Baked Oysters
Into individual buttered fireproof dishes, put a
layer of breadcrumbs mixed with a little chopped
parsley, chopped tomato, a few chives and cayenne
pepper. On this bed place 6 or 8 oysters for each dish,
another layer of the breadcrumbs mixture, and some
butter in small pieces.
Fill the dishes up with cream and the liquor from the
oysters, and bake in a medium oven for 5 or 6 minutes.

D
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Lobster Alexandria
Yoghourt (I bottle to two portions)
Diced cold lobster
Cucumber, cut in squares
Salt, pepper, lemon juice
Stir lobster into yoghourt, add cucumber and
seasonings. Arrange in glasses. Trim with lobster
coral and watercress.
Serve very cold.

Lobster Belle Helene
Cut 2 medium-sized onions in thin slices, saute them
until golden in a small wineglass of olive oil; then add
t lb. of chopped tomatoes and stir in for a few minutes.
Add salt, pepper, a handful of chopped parsley and a
glass of white wine. Cook fiercely for a few seconds.
Then put in the cut-up pieces of lobster and let the pan
simmer until the sauce becomes a fairly thick consistency."

so

Salmon Royal
4 lb. best cut of salmon
t bottle wine (white)
Cook the fish gently for about an hour in the wine
and a pint of fish stock to which have been added a
bunch of parsley, a carrot, a small onion and a few
peppercorns.
Skin the salmon, place it on a dish, pour a little
cream sauce over it, and garnish it on top with cooked
oysters, mushrooms and shrimps neatly arranged.
Serve some more of the sauce separately in a sauceboat.
Some of the liquor from the salmon should be added to
the sauce.
The wine could be omitted from the cooking, and a
different sauce could be served, made by adding a wineglassful of claret and a teaspoonful of anchovy essence
to half a pint of rich brown sauce.

Pate of Salmon
This dish is served cold and in the terrine. It is
advisable to make it for about eight people or to serve
it twice; it will keep quite well for two days in a cool
place.
Take two and a half pounds of salmon, cut the best
parts of it in fillets about one inch thick and four inches
long, and put these in a dish for two hours with salt,
pepper, a bay leaf and two glasses of sherry, turning
them occasionally.
Have the flesh of some fish pounded and passed
through a wire sieve (say two whitings and a slice of
cod for our quantity of salmon); mash also the rest of
the salmon; mix together, add salt, pepper, a piece of
stale bread dipped in milk, two yolks of eggs, a few
very small pieces of butter and, if you like, one truffle
finely chopped.
Moisten with some of the sherry in which the salmon
has soaked, butter the terrine and fill it-first a layer of
minced fish, then fillets of salmon, more minced fish,
and so on till it is full, finished by a layer of minced
fish. Cook with the lid on about an hour and a quarter
in a moderate oven.
Serve with this a plain green salad and no mayonnaise, as it would drown the delicate taste of the pate.

Cold Salmon Souffle
(Devilled Shrimp Sauce)
Serve this cold Salmon Souffle with the devilled
shrimp sauce in a sauceboat. The result is outstanding.
Finely flake half a pound of cooked salmon and mix
with it half a pint of MchameI. Season with salt and
cayenne. Stir in a gill each of liquid aspic and of whipped cream. Then pour it into a glass souffle dish and
top with a very little unsweetened whipped cream
sprinkled with finely shredded horseradish. Serve very
cold with devilled shrimp sauce. (See p. 121.)

•
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Devilled Lobster
For supper this is tasty and easy to prepare.
Mix in a pan equal quantities of butter and Chili
Sauce. When heated through add a flavouring of
Worcestershire Sauce and sufficient cut up boiled
lobster. Just before removing from the fire add some
finely chopped parsley and a squeeze of lemon. Hand
with it hot cheese biscuits.

•
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Beignets de Langouste
langouste
6 mushrooms
gill of best olive oil
Chives
I lemon
Cayenne pepper
1- lb. flour
Handful of parsley
I gill of water
Salt
3 whites of eggs
Cut a fine cooked langouste into slices about t an
inch thick. Lay the slices in a little olive oil and lemon
juice which has been seasoned with chopped chives and
a little cayenne pepper. Prepare a frying batter as
follows: Sieve the flour into a basin with a pinch of
salt. Make a well in the centre, add a gill of tepid water,
and beat with a wooden spoon until smooth. Add a
tablespoonful of olive oil slightly warmed and beat
again. Let the batter stand for an hour, then add the
stiffly whisked whites of eggs, folding them in lightly.
Remove the langouste from the marinade, dip each
piece into the batter and fry in deep boiling fat. Serve
at once garnished with slices of lemon, fried parsley and
fried mushrooms.
From Mrs. Rex Andersen
I

I
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Cold Devilled Crab
Mix six ounces of crab-meat with two crumbled
hard-boiled eggs, two ounces of breadcrumbs, and the
juice of half a lemon, and sufficient cream. Sprinkle
with salt and flavour with cayenne. Fill the shells with
this mixture. Cover lightly with breadcrumbs and put
a lump of butter on the top. Brown in a quick oven.
Set away to cool. Serve very cold with a tartare or
cucumber sauce. Cold boiled halibut can be treated in
the same way and served in scallop shells.

Moules Ciboulettes
In a deep casserole place 4 dozen scrubbed mussels,
with a large lump of butter. Cover and steam. Take
them out as they open, strain sand from liquor and add
I pint of dry white wine, I pint of heavy cream and a
dash of garlic, salt, pepper, I cup of mixed chives and
parsley chopped fine. Serve in soup plates.

Reeettes de Moules
Bordelais
Wash mussels in plenty of water to which has been
added salt and vinegar. Clean till free from all dirt and
moss. Put in a pan with a little water and boil until they
open. Remove from shells and serve arranged on a dish
covered with mayonnaise sauce to which has been added
chopped shallot, tarragon and parsley.
[All dishes from this sunbaked Borde1ais coast, a
coast of high winds, fierce sun and big rollers, where
there is always a tang of salt on the tongue, are devised
with an eye to the glorious wines that will be drunk
with them. A never-to-be-forgotten treat is to eat
oysters at their coldest with one hand, while with the
other seizing coarse little pork sausages frizzling hot.]
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Stuffed Trout
Maconnaise
,
This is a dish for a dinner party, but not troublesome
to prepare. You want one small river trout for each
person, and the stuffing for each trout is a little less than
i lb. salmon (skin and bones included, therefore much
less than lIb. when trimmed). Open the trout by the
back, slicing it all along with a very sharp knife. Empty
it and remove the bones carefully.
Stuff it with the following mixture: to the salmon
flesh pounded in a mortar add half a white of egg to
each trout, mix and season well, squash through a fine
sieve and mix a little fresh cream to moisten it.
Wrap each trout in oiled paper and poach it slowly
for a quarter of an hour in red wine-almost level with
the fish-with small button onions, slices of mushrooms, a bouquet of parsley, thyme, and bayleaf and
(in a muslin bag) garlic, cloves and coarsely broken
peppercorns.
For the poaching, bring this to the boil and then put
aside to simmer gently by the fire.
When cooked remove the trout, unwrap them carefully and put them in the serving dish. Remove the
bouquet and the bag of spices and let the sauce reduce
by half.
At the last minute put in, off the fire when the sauce
is very hot, one or two pieces of butter in which you
have worked a little flour. Pour over the trout together
with the little onions and slices of mushroom. Serve
very cold.

Oysters Surprise
I dozen oysters
t lb. mushrooms
Butter
Bechame1 sauce
I cooked sole
I gill of cream
2 truffles
Croutons of fried bread.
Beard the oysters and cook them for a minute or two.
Make a thick bechamel sauce with their liquor and milk.
Add to this the oysters, the sole cut in pieces, and the
truffles cut in strips. Have ready some mushrooms
first fried in butter and then, with the cream added to
the butter in the pan, simmer gently for ten minutes.
Place a mushroom on each crouton, then some of
the oyster and sole, and finally another mushroom on
top. Serve hot or iced, as you prefer.
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Fish Cakes with an
Extra Flavour
Cold cooked fish
breadcrumbs
2 spoonfuls of chopped
Cooked lobster or
parsley
langouste
t lb. mushrooms
Flour
2 eggs
Take the left-over fish-the better the fish the more
attractive the fish cakes-and add the same quantity of
breadcrumbs, the same quantity of cooked lobster or
langouste, the parsley and six fried and chopped
mushrooms. Stir well together, mix with one beaten
egg and form into cakes. Flour, egg and breadcrumb
them and fry until crisp and golden brown. Garnish
with slices of fried langouste and whole fried mushrooms.
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Lobster Mousse
2 lobsters (2 lb. each)

3 cups heavy cream
lb. lemon sole or
4- egg whites
flounder fillet
Salt and cayenne
t cup sherry
Remove all meat from lobsters, cut small or put
through chopper, with lemon sole. Set in bowl of ice
and add egg whites, sherry, salt and cayenne to taste.
Stir with wooden spoon until mixture begins to thicken.
Add cream slowly and stir until almost thick enough to
keep its shape. Decorate mould as desired with aspic,
truffles, hard-boiled eggs, etc. Put mixture in mould
and set in a pan of hot water. Bake in oven 20 minutes
(350°F.). Chill in refrigerator, and serve very cold.

t
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Poisson

a la

Parnu

Take '2 lb. of mackerel. Split and clean. Soak fish
in cold water. Put into a saucepan a little cold water
just to cover the fish and add I bayleaf, 6 peppercorns,
I small onion cut up, and salt, and boil for about 10
minutes. Add the well rinsed fish with the head left on
and simmer till just tender. Remove fish, skin and bone
it and cut into neat pieces and place in moulds. Strain
the liquid, which must be quite clear, in which th.e fish
has been cooked. Add salt and lemon juice to taste,
and one teaspoonful of powdered gelatine. Pour into
moulds and set. With this serve mayonnaise, horseradish sauce, radishes and green salad.
From H. E. Madame Torma
[Madame Torma, wife of the Estonian Minister,
presides over many parties where regional dishes and
specialities of her country are the highlights of her well
chosen meals. The Diplomatic Corps is always well
represented, with French as the common tongue, and
one expects every ace in the pack at the Bridge which
usually follows these stimulating and exciting dinners.]
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Mussels St. Briac
Wash and scrape the mussels clean and cook them
in a wide stewpan until they open, with a little minced
onion, parsley stalks and pepper. Strain the cooking
liquor through muslin and let it reduce a little and keep
the mussels warm while you make the following sauce.
Fry a little more chopped onion in margarine,
sprinkle with flour and moisten with the mussel liquor
to which you have added a touch of unsweetened lemon
flavouring. Take off one shell from the mussels and
pour the sauce over them.

Salmon Tatanoff
Take for 4 or 5 people a piece of salmon (middle cut)
about 2 lb. in weight. Remove the skin, salt and pepper
the salmon all over and wrap in grease-proof paper, well
oiled or buttered. Put this carefully folded like a neat
parcel in a buttered fireproof dish, and bake in a very
moderate oven for about an hour to I t hours. Serve
with Caviare Sauce (see p. 125).
From Princess Andrew of Russia

[EIsa, the late wife of Prince Andrew of Russia,
nephew of Czar Nicholas, was a mystic, but at the same
time had a great flair for all the things which make life
more amusing, and at a party she was always surrounded by people eager for her companionship and her
good food.]

POULTRY AND GAME
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Strange to see how a good dinner
and feasting reconciles everybody.
SAMUEL PEPYS (November 9, 166 5)

Guinea Hen Richelieu
The stuffing is the most important item in this dish,
as a plain roasted guinea hen is inclined to be dry and
uninteresting.
Stuffing:
Pork sausage meat
I yolk of egg
3 chicken livers
Cream; pepper; salt;
I chopped truffle
mixed spices
Mix these ingredients to a fairly stiff consistency
and stuff the bird. Wrap the bird in thin fat bacon and
roast 20 minutes in moderate oven, basting frequently.
Then add to baking tin, I wine-glass of light port,
I tablespoonful of tomato puree, a cup of stock, I
chopped truffle, salt, pepper. To serve, cut bird into
neat joints and surround with fried croutons spread
with foie gras. Pour the sauce from the baking tin over
the bird.

Supreme of Chicken
Alexandria
Remove the breast of a nice plump chicken. Cut
each side of the breast into two or more fillets according
to the size of the chicken. Cut the meat off the legs,
pound, and pass through a fine wire sieve. Season well,
and make into a cream, then mix with a little
chopped truffies.
Spread a little mixture on each fillet, then egg and
breadcrumb and fry in butter a golden brown very
quickly.
Serve with a creamy sauce made from the bones
of the chicken and garnish with mushrooms.
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Poulet Diable Blanc
Roast a young chicken; when cold skin it. Cut the
wings and the fillets of the breast off. Divide the legs
into two. Arrange the legs and wings in a casserole,
with the fillets in the centre.
Whip slightly and pour I pint of cream. Add a
spoonful of mixed mustard, pepper and salt, I tablespoonful of Worcestershire Sauce, I tablespoonful of
Harvey's.
Pour over the chicken and set over hot water in the
oven. Serve very hot.

Roman Pie
Take the breast of two chickens (boiled), slice them
with some macaroni, cooked very tender, 2. oz. Parmesan, truffles cut up, pepper, salt, t pint boiled cream in
which 2. tablespoonfuls of reduced white sauce be
mixed. First put a layer of chicken, then a layer of
sliced and chopped ham and tongue with a spoonful or
two of the creamy sauce poured over it, then a layer of
macaroni also mixed with the sauce, and fill dish
alternately. Stand dish in a tin of hot water and steam
for a good hour.
Finish with aspic lid.
Serve cucumber and beetroot salad with this and put
in refrigerator to cool.

Iced Chicken Souflle
with Curried Chicken Livers
Pound the breast of a boiled chicken adding t pint
of Bechamel sauce and pass it through a hair sieve.
Whip -~ pint cream, add it to the chicken. Take a souffle
dish, stand a jar in the centre, filling the souffle dish
around with the chicken cream. Set it in refrigerator for
some 2 hours. Remove jar and fill in the space with
6 or 8 curried livers. To do this, trim livers and put
in stewpan with a walnut of butter and seasoning.
Cook these for 10 minutes, add I teaspoonful each of
curry powder and paste, and I tablespoonful of desiccated coco-nut (previously steeped and stirred in hot
milk), and most of the nut part eliminated, also a little
chopped shallot. Let the livers cook in this for another
10 minutes to absorb most of the moisture before letting
them get cold and adding to the chicken souffle.
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Chicken Simla
Cut into neat slices portions of cooked fowl. Lay
in deep Pyrex dish.
Mix:
I tablespoonful Worcestershire Sauce
I tablespoonful mustard
t pint coffee cream
Beat well together and cover all over chicken. Bake
slowly till light brown. Serve with some nicely cooked
rice flavoured with curry powder to taste and I large
tablespoonful Chutney. Serve very hot.

Partridge d la Creme
Partridges
Cream
Celery
Sherry
Cut celery in lengths and cook. Roast partridges,
then cut them in half and skin. Put them on pieces of
fried bread and one piece of celery on each partridge.
Make a creamy sauce with the gravy from partridges
with cream and sherry. Pour over partridges.
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Baked Chicken 54th
Street
Use cooked chicken and ham. Cut IS slices of
white chicken in uniform slices and IS slices of ham,
or more if you want; I cupful of chopped onions in
butter; I tablespoonful of paprika, salt and grated nutmeg. Put in a buttered baking dish chicken and ham
in layers, with the onions and mushrooms previously
cooked.
Pour sauce, made from the chicken bouillon, and
heavy cream over meat, and sprinkle grated cheese on
the top. Heat in the oven.
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Devilled Chicken
Butter, onion juice, salt, pepper, made mustard,
curry powder and lemon juice to taste.
Mix all together in a frying pan and cook slowly till
the mixture thickens. Cut holes in the chicken previously jointed, and smear all over with the mixture.
Return to frying pan and simmer. Put chicken in a
dish and pour over remaining sauce.
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Chicken She/ton
Cut a small young chicken into pieces, fry in butter
till a light brown, remove from pan and add a tablespoonful of flour, and the stock made from the carcase
of the chicken and a gill of cream.
Put the chicken back into the sauce, simmer till
tender; when nearly done, add t dozen button mushrooms and t dozen very small onions (pickling ones).
Add two yolks of eggs to the sauce, and when dished
up, a few Parisian sausages and some very coarsely
chopped parsley.

Squab Provencale
,
Take some young pigeons (one for two people, or
even a whole one if the dinner is a short one). Wrap
them in thin bacon and cook them in butter, in an iron
or earthenware cocotte. Add to the butter one clove
of garlic cut in two. When the birds are cooked remove
them. Keep them hot. Take a few mushrooms, peel
and cut them in slices; cook these in the same butter.
When the mushrooms are cooked add one glass of dry
white wine (Chablis or Pouilly), bring to the boil, stir
well, let it reduce a little, and a few minutes before
serving put in the pigeons. Keep them over a slow fire
for a few minutes with the lid on, and serve at once in
the cocotte used for the cooking.
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Terrine of Hare
Have one hare, boned, and the same quantity of veal
and pork (lean and fat for the pork, lean only for the
veal).
Mince the flesh of the hare with the other meats,
season well with salt, pepper and mixed spice, add a
small glass of brandy and mix well.
Line the terrine with thin slices of fat bacon; fill it
with the minced meat; cover it with fat bacon and cook
for about 2 hours.
Leave it to cool with a weight on, as usual, and serve
in the terrine without turning out.

Pheasant Cl la Creme
Have a pheasant trussed as for roasting, season it
inside with salt and pepper and brown it on all sides in
butter. Put the saucepan in a moderate oven and go
on cooking the bird, basting often, for 30 to 35 minutes,
according to size.
When the pheasant is cooked, remove it, put in the
pan a tablespoonful of brandy, a glass of fumet of game
and two glasses of cream. Cook two or three minutes
and reduce, put back the bird, stir and baste well, cook
for a few minutes longer and serve in the same saucepan or casserole in which it has been cooked.
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Stuffing fir Turkey
Mix together It lb. sausage meat, 6 Blue Point
Oysters, I cupful breadcrumbs, pepper, salt, chopped
parsley and onion, I egg and t glass white wine.
Mix well and put in the turkey.

Stuffing Grand Due
Dice 6 oz. veal free from fat and skin. Put it into a
pan with 2 oz. of butter, 2 or 3 livers of whatever birds
are to be stuffed, a teaspoonful of finely minced parsley,
half as much thyme and grated lemon rind, and a
seasoning of salt, nutmeg and cayenne. Stew very
gently from 12 to IS minutes, Then lift out the veal
and set it aside. Add 2 oz. of breadcrumbs to the other
ingredients. Simmer until they have absorbed the
gravy. Then stir until they are dry, and beat into them
the yolk of an egg. Set aside to cool. Now sieve the
veal and add the rest to it when cold. Beat well together
with It oz. butter, 2 oz. finely chopped bacon, and
2 tablespoonfuls of chopped mushrooms. Bind with
2 small egg yolks. Set on ice until required.
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Pheasant with celery
Make a stock of 2 finely chopped onions and carrots.
Put in a bouquet of thyme, bayleaf, parsley, and I clove,
-! a head of celery chopped, t lb. of sliced beef and veal,
and 2 pints of consomme, salt and pepper, bring to the
boil and simmer for I hour before using.
Prepare as for roasting a pheasant, put it in stock,
cook it about half an hour. Remove it, drain it and keep
it hot.
Melt I oz. butter; add I oz. flour, stir well, cook I
minute and add, little by little, the stock passed through
a fine colander; bring to the boil, stir well, and cook a
little more; when it has thickened, add more stock, and
so on, till you have enough sauce, which should be the
consistency of a Bechamel; remove to the corner of the
fire, and add, whipping all the time, another ounce of
butter (in small pieces and one by one) and 2 tablespoonfuls of fresh cream. See that it is hot and well
seasoned. Put the pheasant in a cocotte, garnish it with
braised celery, and pour over the sauce, squeezed,
through a muslin.

F
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Poulet Barbara
Take 4 broilers cut up as for frying. Use only the
legs and breasts. Put the other parts on to boil in cold
water with a few leeks. You will need this stock later.
Other ingredients: I lb. fresh mushrooms, 2 or 3
shallots, I pint of cream, 4 egg yolks, 6 truffles, parsley
and chervil, I glass of sherry or white wine, I liqueur
glass Cognac, salt and pepper, olive oil and butter.
Season the pieces of chicken with salt and pepper.
Fry them to a golden brown in a little hot olive oil.
Take them out of the pan and pour off any oil that may
remain. Replace the oil with a good big piece of butter
and put the chicken back into the pan. Pour over this
a glass of flaming sherry and a liqueur glass of flaming
Cognac and let it simmer. In a separate frying pan,
place a lump of butter to heat, and brown in it very
lightly the onions chopped fine. Add the mushrooms,
which have been peeled, washed, dried and chopped
very fine. Pour over this a cup of chicken broth and let
simmer 10 or 15 minutes. In the meantime, boil the
truffles in white wine for 5 minutes and chop them very
fine.
The chickens should be tender and thoroughly
cooked, but not allowed to cook until the meat falls off.
Into an enamel saucepan add a lump of butter to the
chickens and keep them hot in the oven. Pour the
mushrooms and their juice into the chicken juice and
pour into this a pint of cream. Let it simmer a few
minutes but don't boil it. Season to taste, remove to
a corner of the stove, add the finely chopped parsley
and chervil and the truffles. Beat the egg yolks in a
bowl and thin them with a little cream. Pour into the
hot sauce slowly and stir furiously to thicken the sauce.
Place the chicken in deep meat platters and pour the
sauce over all. Decorate with parsley and serve at once
on hot plates.
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Fondue de Poulet
Creme

a la

Cut up a plump chicken as for making fricassee. Use
a casserole as flat as possible, in which place the chicken
and a good piece of butter. Put in a sliced large onion
and 2 small ones, a pinch of salt and pepper. Cover
the casserole and "sweat" these on the side of the stove
for 20 minutes.
After cooking the chicken for threequarters of the
time add a small glass of brandy, a pinch of curry
powder and i of a pint of double cream and finish
cooking. Take the pieces out and reduce the sauce till
it is smooth, add a piece of butter, and pour the sauce
over the chicken, pressing the onions hard whilst doing
so. Keep it hot without boiling. This dish must be
served very hot.
Given by Monsieur Charles Bergnand,
Hotel de l'Etoile, Chablis.

MEAT

La table est le seul endroit ou l'on ne
s'ennuie jamais pendant la premiere heure.

)
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Goulash of Beef
For this you want about 3 lbs. lean beef (rump steak
is excellent), which you must cut into one-inch sided
cubes. Fry these in a quarter of a pound of lard with
half a pound of coarsely chopped onions till these are
golden, and then add a teaspoonful of salt, a pound of
peeled and quartered tomatoes, as much paprika pepper
as you like, but certainly not less than a teaspoonful,
and a wineglassful of water. Cover and cook in the
oven for an hour and a half, then add a pound of smallish peeled potatoes cut in quarters and a further teacupful of water. Cover again and continue to cook in
the oven, stirring carefully now and then for about
another hour or until the liquid has practically disappeared. Serve in earthenware casserole.

Beef'Stroganoff
Cut eight ounces of fillet of beef in small thick slices,
also two large onions and half a pound of mushrooms
sliced. Season well and cook both vegetables together
in butter. Fry the fillets quickly in butter. Mix with
the vegetables and serve. Just before serving the beef,
put on two tablespoonfuls of sour cream, or ordinary
cream to which has been added a little lemon juice.
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Filet Diane
Have for each person a thin piece of rump steak, the
size and shape of a saucer. Beat it well between greaseproof paper. Season with coarse salt and pepper each
side. Heat the frying pan well, place a knob of butter
and a teaspoonful of Worcestershire Sauce. Cook I
minute each side and serve very hot trimmed with
finely chopped parsley.

Beef Lucullus
Cut about 3 Ibs. of rump steak in slices a little less
than I inch thick. Beat and season them well.
You have also prepared the following mincemeat:
I lb. of pork, half fat, half lean, I onion, I shallot,
parsley, chervil, all chopped finely together, seasoned
with mixed spice and salt and pepper.
Put on each slice of beef a layer of mincemeat, then
two thin rashers of bacon. Arrange them on top of
each other, finishing with a slice of beef. Tie it well and
put it in a saucepan or fireproof dish with a few pieces
of butter, a few bones, carrots and onion (in slices) and
a bouquet garni. Add a glass of water, one of dry white
wine, salt, pepper, a pinch of nutmeg, and 2 spoonfuls
of tomato puree.
Cook slowly in the oven or on the fire for at least 4
hours, with the lid on, turning the meat once or twice
during the process.
Should the gravy become too short, add a little more
water and wine.
When the beef is well cooked, place it in a serving
dish, remove the string carefully, and pour the gravy
all over through a strainer.
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Veal Catalane
The best piece for this dish is the knuckle, well
trimmed and cut in medium sized pieces. Brown these
on all sides for a few minutes only in hot oil. Season
with salt and pepper and sprinkle with a tablespoonful
of flour. Stir well, and cook I minute; add I small
onion finely chopped, a bouquet, and liquid level with
the meat. This should be half dry white wine and half
veal or chicken stock to have the dish really as it should
be.
Stir in 2 tablespoonfuls of tomato puree; as some
of these purees are on the sweet side, if too sweet add
a little vinegar to balance.
Cook slowly at least I hour and a half.
Two other ingredients required can be prepared
during the process of simmering the dish or even before.
They are little pork sausages of the kind called Chipolata, which can be either fried or grilled; and chestnuts,
which should be boiled.
These being cooked, and the veal almost ready, add
them to the dish about 5 minutes before serving.
If an earthenware saucepan is used it can be served in
it.
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Shoulder of Lamb
Turque

a la

Fill a boned shoulder of lamb with the following
mixture: lb. boiled rice in a basin rubbed with garlic,
a few chopped sultanas, 4 rashers of bacon chopped
finely, and a chopped kidney. Season well with herbs,
bind with a beaten egg and fill the shoulder. Tie up
with string and put in a tin. Pour over hot oil or dripping and cook in a moderate oven. Allow 20 minutes
per lb. and twenty minutes over. After half an hour
lower the temperature. Baste well and a quarter of an
hour before it is done, draw off the fat, sprinkle well in
the gravy a little flour, salt, pepper and a teaspoonful of
tomato puree and half a pint of stock. Put back in the
oven till finished cooking.

t

Veal Mildred
Take fillets of veal, sliced paper thickness, and trim
to sizes of about 4 by 2 inches. Thinly slice some onions,
about 2 onions to It lbs. veal, and fry in butter until
tender and golden colour. Remove the onions from
the butter and place in a baking dish. Sprinkle the
fillets of veal very lightly with flour and fry in the onion
butter till a pale golden colour. Add these to the onions
in your baking dish with all the butter. Cover the
baking dish and simmer on Regulo 2 for It to 2 hours.
Just before removing add one cup of sour cream, salt
and pepper, and if desired a tablespoonful of sherry.
Serve with squares of fried bread.
from Mrs. Rex Andersen
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Escalopes de Veau
Pont-Marie
Take a veal escalope for each person. See that it is
beaten out very thinly and season with salt and pepper.
Lay on to the escalope a thin slice of york ham,
having removed all fat first, and on that place a very
thin slice of gruyere cheese. Fold over the escalope like
an envelope, seal with egg and breadcrumbs and fry in
butter, basting often.
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Curry Gratinee
Prepare the curry in the following manner: melt in
the pan a rasher of fat bacon, remove whatever is left
of it and fry in the fat, slowly, half a pound of onions,
finely cut.
When they are partly cooked add half a pound of
tomatoes (pips and skins removed) and one banana cut
in pieces. Stir well, cook for a few minutes, then add
two puddingspoonfuls (or more if you like it very hot)
of curry powder.
Cook this again a few minutes, stirring. It is this
initial cooking of the powder before adding any liquid
which is the secret of curry. Add also a pinch of sugar,
then boiling water level with the mixture.
Bring to the boil and let it cook, stirring occasionally,
adding more hot water when the first lot has been absorbed. Cook one hour, and the last time add milk
instead of water. Mash all this well, so that you have
a thickish puree..
Meanwhile, trim carefully and cut in small cubes
slices of roast lamb. Fry them one minute in butter and
paprika. Add them to the curry.
Put the mixture in a fireproof dish.
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Dry Curry Cavalry
Club
t

For dry curry take I lb. minced steak, lb. minced
onions, 2 cut up bananas, I sour and I sweet apple,
chopped fine. Mix together and add I tablespoonful
curry powder and salt to taste. Mix well and fry in a
tablespoonful of butter until a nice brown. Then put
in a saucepan, add I cup of stock or water, and simmer
gently for 2 hours. Serve with rice and lemon slices,
and instead of handing chutney, pour some chutney
liquid over the rice.
The minced meat and the absence of solid chutney
combine to make this dish very appetizing and easy to
eat in hot weather.
Given by The Cavalry Club

Pork Casserole
This country recipe makes a good one-dish meal.
2 lbs. fresh lean pork
2 lbs. potatoes
(any part)
2 onions
2 large cooking apples I teaspoonful powdered
I cupful stock
sage
Salt and pepper
Cut up the pork and roll it in the sage. Slice the
onions, apples and potatoes.
Grease a casserole dish and put in a layer of apples
and onions, a layer of meat and a layer of potatoes,
seasoning each layer with salt and pepper. Continue
until all ingredients are used, making the top layer
potatoes. Pour in the stock and bake in the oven for
I l to 2 hours.
Instead of sage, some people might like to try mint,
dried or fresh. It is delicious.
Pork chops can be baked in the oven and served with
a sharp mustard sauce. Make the sauce really sharp
and pour it over the chops on the serving dish.

G
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Kidneys Germaine-le-Pre
Take some nice veal kidneys (allow one for each
person), remove the fat, put them in very hot butter for
5 minutes on each side. Afterwards cut it in square
pieces and in the same pan put I teaspoonful of French
mustard, I teaspoonful of lemon juice, butter the
size of a walnut-this quantity for one kidney-salt
and pepper. Stir up in the mixture for about 8 minutes.
and serve some saute potatoes with it.

Ham Mousse
t

Mince twice lb. cooked ham, pound in mortar with
a very little salt and pepper. Add slowly, pounding,
4 ozs. creamed butter, then, bit by bit, cold Panadamade and cooled.
PANADA: Melt It oz. butter, add I teaspoonful
paprika, then a good ounce flour; moisten with It gills
of milk. Bring to the boil, cook a second or two, then
pour on to plate to cool.
This Panada must be added cold. When all is
pounded in, pass through fine sieve. Set on ice about
20 minutes.
Note: All mixtures which require sieving are infinitely
less work if the pounding process is well done. After
sieving and pounding, it is vital that they are permitted
to stand in a cold place, for they gather heat and
elasticity during working. If the mixture is carelessly
made, the cream is likely to curdle when added.
Stir mixture with spatula to blend it. Taste and
c~rrect seasoning, add a good gill of aspic flavoured
'Y1th sherry and on point of setting, then fold in a gill of
lIghtly whipped cream. Mould it and let it set on ice.
Decorate as desired and mask top with liquid aspic.
Serve very cold.
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Escalopes de Veau
Brunette
Take some veal cutlets, beat well to size of a small
saucer. Season with salt and pepper. Heat a piece of
butter; when sizzling hot, add the veal. Cook for about
5 minutes, shaking pan. Then take about t lb. mushrooms, cut in long strips that have already been well
cooked in butter. Stir them in and go on frying after
this. A good tablespoonful of finely chopped parsley
is then scattered over the veal, which has now been
cooking 8 to 10 minutes. Take off fire and throw in a
small wineglassful of brandy, return to fire and let the
brandy flare up.
Take off fire until the flame dies down, and then add
a good drop of cream. A small cupful should be enough
for 4 to 6 people.
Stir all up well for a few seconds more over the fire
and the veal is ready.
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Veal with Cucumber
Having cut your escalopes very thin and beaten them
well, you cook them in butter. When they are well
cooked and nicely browned on both sides, remove them
and keep them hot. You will find in the pan a residue of
butter and the coagulated juices of the meat, sticking to
the sides and the bottom of the pan. Scrape these well
with a fork, add a tumblerful of fresh cream, a pinch of
paprika, salt and pepper; stir well and bring to the boil.
It should be kept boiling fiercely for a few minutes,
stirring well till it thickens to the consistency of thick
cream; this thickening is only obtained by reducing.
When it has reduced sufficiently, add a few pieces of
fresh butter, stirring well and keeping the pan on the
corner of the fire (so as to prevent the butter turning
to oil and thinning the sauce instead of thickening it
more). When ready, pour it over the escalopes and
the pieces of cucumber in the serving dish. Cook the
cucumber, cut in pieces I inch thick, in salt water.

IOI

Veal au Porto
Take 6 or 8 pieces of veal about! of an inch thick;
cook them in butter for a few minutes; when they are
nearly cooked pour over them a small glassful of port
wine and season them well; cover the pan and cook
slowly; when the gravy has reduced by about one-third
add a cupful of cream and same quantity of veal stock.
Cover again and cook slowly a little longer; arrange the
pieces of veal on your dish, let it get cold, and serve
with mixed vegetable salad. Pour the sauce over them.

Veal Andalusia
Take about I or 2 lbs. veal cutlet, cut up in small
pieces about It inches long, cover them lightly with
paprika pepper and salt, and fry for a few seconds.
Then place in a casserole with some rashers of baconstreaky and cut very thin-a small quantity of Spanish
onion, which has been chopped very fine and fried
in butter till a nice gold colour, and a small piece of
butter, and cook all this in a moderate oven 3500 F.
for just over 2 hours, watching that the veal does not
get dry, in which case add a little more butter. When
it is cooked, strain off a small quantity of the gravy,
and pour some cream, about It cups, to cover the veal.
Be careful that your oven is not too hot for this or your
cream will curdle.
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Escalopes de Veau
Melanie
Take some well-trimmed escalopes of veal about
inch thick. Cook them in batter and brown on both
sides. In another pan cook, also in butter, a few mushrooms cut in slices; add a few tomatoes (peeled) cut in
small pieces. Melt all these slowly, and when it is nearly
done add a little chopped tarragon. Put in, then, the
escalopes, season with salt and black pepper, cook a
few seconds and serve. Allow two tomatoes and two
mushrooms to each escalope.

!
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Tournedos Rossini
(Fillets of Beef)
The Tournedos are fried in butter and dished upon
fried bread. On each is placed a slice of foie gras which
has been floured and fried in butter; and on each slice
of foie gras is placed a slice of truffle. They are very
rich, but very good indeed.
[Tournedos Rossini are probably not so well known
to the palate as the music of their creator is to the ear.]
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Roast Lamb with Garlic
Insert about 6 small pieces of garlic in lamb and
place in roasting tin and roast for about 30 minutes.
Then put sliced onions and carrots around joint, and
roast with joint until about t hour before meat is cooked.
Strain off all fat and add about I cupful of white wine.
Baste well, and continue cooking until meat is cooked.
Serve onions and carrots around meat and season the
wine (that the meat is cooked in). Thicken if desired.
(Serve this as gravy.)
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VEGETABLES

Le decouverte d'un mets nouveau fait
plus pour le bonheur de genre human
que la decouverte d'une etoile.

New Potatoes
Half fill a deep pan with oil and butter or margarine.
When boiling, carefully drop in new potatoes, which
must be perfectly dry. Cook for 10 minutes or a little
longer.
Take up, dry on kitchen paper, pile in a hot dish and
sprinkle with a little coarse salt and chopped parsley.
Best results are obtained if you use a frying pan.

Kitty Potatoes
A layer of potatoes (raw), cut in fine needles, is put
in a well-buttered fireproof dish, then a layer of filleted
kippers, and another layer of potatoes. Thick cream
is poured on, then put dish in hot oven for i-'l hour.
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Potatoes Limousine
A delicious way of frying potatoes. Grate coarsely
some peeled potatoes, adding to them a few small
pieces of bacon. Cook these in a frying pan in butter,
pressing them well down into the pan and covering
with a plate. When one side is browned, turn the cake
over carefully and brown the other. The thinner you
make the cake, the better. You can leave out the bacon,
if you like, and even mince the potatoes finely instead
of grating them, but then, of course, they will not be
Limousine.

Neptune's Pie
A layer of potatoes (raw) cut in fine needles, is put in
a well-buttered fireproof dish, then a layer of filleted
(Norwegian) anchovies, and another layer of potatoes.
Thick cream is poured over, and the dish is put in oven
37 t -4 00°F. for i-! hour. If one likes, a little chopped
onion can be added. A nice dish for hors d'oeuvres.
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Potatoes Gratinee
Dauphinoise
The potatoes must be white and of good flavour.
Cook them in their skins in salt water. When they are
cooked cut finely in rounds. Take I pint of milk and
boil it. Take ~- lb. butter and a spoonful of flour, add
salt, and mix butter, flour and milk and make the mixture not too liquid.
Take an earthenware dish, smooth some butter all
over it, then a layer of potato rounds, then a layer of
best Parmesan, then a layer of the mixture. Put it into
the oven at the last minute and serve as soon as browned.

Swedish Potatoes
Take I lb. of small new potatoes, boil and skin them,
leave to cool. Take 2 large onions, cut into thin slices,
I oz. butter, and let that simmer very gently in a little
water until onions are soft. Season with salt and pepper,
a?d I dessertspoonful castor sugar, I tablespoonful of
vmegar, 3 tablespoonfuls of cream. Mix with potatoes
carefully, simmer gently for 10 minutes and serve. This
salade can be served either hot or cold.
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Leeks She/ton
Take some leeks and cut to length required, leaving very little green on them. Parboil them for about
20 minutes and drain well. Place grated cheese in a
buttered fireproof dish and then a layer of leeks, then
again cheese and season to taste. Pour some cream over
leeks and sprinkle some more cheese. Bake in oven
until a golden brown and serve very hot.
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Korvitsa Salade
Take a potato scooper and scoop out 2 lbs. of pumpkin. Prepare beforehand a heavy syrup of 2 cups of
sugar to 2l cups of water and 6 cloves and white vinegar to taste; add the pumpkin balls and boil until they
are tender but firm. Then serve cold.
This is a delicious Estonian salad and best served
with white meat such as boiled chicken or veal.
Given by H. E. Madame Torma

H
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Iced Tomatoes and
Horseradish Sauce

Very good to serve as a salad on a hot summer day
are large tomatoes, skinned and put in the refrigerator
till very cold, and at the last moment some good creamy
horseradish sauce poured over them. The sauce to be
just slightly iced. With a joint of cold lamb this is excellent. The best horseradish sauce to use is made by
grating some horseradish into a mayonnaise sauce to
which has been added some cream; say 3 tablespoonfuls
of mayonnaise, 1 gill of cream whipped and 1 tablespoonful grated horseradish.
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Red Cabbage Linden
Slice a red cabbage very finely, and soak it in water
for about hour; then put the pieces in a saucepan with
I oz. butter, a tablespoonful of chopped onion, a saltspoonful of salt, cayenne pepper and grated nutmeg.
Cook with the lid on over a low heat till the cabbage is
tender (about I hour), then add a dessertspoonful of
sugar and a tablespoonful of vinegar. Cook altogether
for another S minutes.

t

Endives Meuniere
Take the necessary quantity of endives (the outer
leaves having been removed and the endives washed in
cold water) and dispose them in a flat tin. Squeeze half
a lemon over them, sprinkle with salt and cover them
with water; they should be only just covered. Bring to
the boil and keep them boiling, covered all the time with
a buttered paper. They take rather long to cook, about
30 to 45 minutes; at the end they should be quite soft
and almost transparent. Drain them well and keep
them hot. In a frying pan melt a good piece of butter;
when it has reached the foaming stage, put in the endives, cook quickly, turning them so that they are
pleasantly browned on both sides. Then put in a servmg dish, add salt and another squeeze of lemon, and
pour over them the butter from the pan.

II6

String Bean Salad
To serve 8. Cut the sides and ends of 3lbs. of young
string beans. This will be much easier if you soak the
beans for an hour in very cold water before preparing
them. Tie the beans in 8 or 10 bunches, as you would
asparagus. Boil them in plenty of furiously boiling
salted water. Cook until just tender, not floppy. Drain
well, lay neatly in a row on a platter, remove strings and
place in a refrigerator to chill thoroughly.
Make some good tart French dressing, using red
wine vinegar; put in it a small white onion grated fine.
Pour this over the beans 15 minutes before serving.
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French Fried Onion
Rings

Slice Spanish onions in i inch slices. Dip in milk,
then flour which has been seasoned with salt and
pepper. Drop into hot deep fat and fry until a medium
brown. The onion rings will separate during frying.
Serve at once while crisp.
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SAUCES

Dis-moi ce que tu manges et
je te dirai ce que tu es.
Brillat-Savarin

Mayonnaise Sauce
Put a yolk of egg in basin, stir in I teaspoonful of
hot vinegar, add i teaspoonfuls each of mustard, salt
and pepper. Stir with a wooden spoon, adding oil, one
drop at a time, till as thick as butter; add a few drops of
vinegar and lemon juice.
This is sufficient for two people.
If a lighter mayonnaise is required, stir in the white
of egg at the last.

Devilled Shrimp Sauce
Cook together 2 tablespoonfuls of butter with one
each of Worcestershire Sauce and vinegar, t a teaspoonful of made mustard, a seasoning of salt, paprika
and chopped parsley. Add to this a quart of picked
shrimps and cook for 3 minutes.

Sauce Trouville
Put into a saucepan 3 yolks of eggs, I walnut of
butter, a pinch of salt and pepper, 1 pint of cream.
Cook slowly, without boiling, whisking it all the time.
Let it cool and add to it t pint of best thick cream well
whipped, and a tablespoonful of French vinegar. Ice
well.

I2I

Sauce Homer
Whipped cream
2 dessertspoonfuls Anchovy sauce
1 dessertspoonful Worcestershire Sauce
Juice of t lemon
2 dessertspoonfuls Caramel
Lightly whip the cream, add the remaining ingredients and serve very cold. It should look like pale
coffee cream.

Sauce Bearnaise
Put in a small saucepan two tablespoonfuls of dry
white wine and one of wine vinegar, two chopped
shallots, chopped chervil and a tarragon. Bring to the
boil and let it reduce by two-thirds. Let it cool. Then
add the yolks of two eggs, whipping it well, then stand
the saucepan in hot water and add a drop of cold water
and, little by little, I oz. butter, whipping all the time.
Season with salt and pepper. It should have the consistency of thick cream. Pass it through a fine strainer
into another saucepan standing in hot water, add
chopped chervil and tarragon, cook one minute more.

Sauce Richelieu
To eat with pheasant.
t lb. loaf sugar
i pint of vinegar
Small bottle of peaches drained
Put the vinegar and sugar into a saucepan. Reduce
to half the quantity. Add the peaches, cut into slices.
Use fresh peaches when available.
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Oyster Relish
Take 4 large shallots, peel and chop very fine; while
chopping, add 1 tablespoonful of Chili vinegar. This
keeps the shallot white. When well chopped, add i
pint of white wine Escoffier vinegar and a tablespoonful of Chili vinegar. In all cases a good wine vinegar
should be used.

Sauce Michelle
No iced sauce must be frozen solid. It must only be
half-frozen and easy to serve from the sauce boat.
For cold fish, turbot especially, the following is excellent and very simple: Take a couple of hard-boiled
yolks of eggs. Work with a wooden spoon into a
smooth paste with olive oil, French mustard, chopped
parsley, chervil, minced gherkins and capers, salt and
pepper. At the last, just before freezing, add the whites
of the eggs finely sliced.

Sauce Tintagel
Make a good mayonnaise from 2 yolks of eggs to
which add by degrees 1 tablespoonful of tarragon vinegar, 4 tablespoonfuls of salad oil, and stir till thick.
Then add a little grated horseradish, 1 teaspoonful of
common vinegar, 1 teaspoonful of Worcestershire
Sauce, 1 teaspoonful of anchovy essence, and 1 gill of
whipped cream. Stir well together. Put in refrigerator
and freeze till cold.
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Sauce Valescure
Reduce over the fire I tablespoonful of vinegar, with
some crushed peppercorns and some tarragon and a
little celery to flavour--or celery salt.
Allow to cool, and add yolks of 2 eggs, 3 tablespoonfuls of water and a pinch of salt.
Put into a double saucepan. Keep whipping hard to
obtain a creamy consistency while cooking.
Take off the fire, and add 7 oz. of warm melted
butter. Stir well. Add a spoonful of tomato sauce.
Pass the whole through a very fine muslin. Again well
mix and finish by seasoning with paprika or cayenne
pepper, salt, juice of I lemon, finely chopped tarragon
and parsley.
Serve just warm. Do not heat too much to avoid the
butter rising to the top.
The sauce may be served with grilled dishes, poached
or hard-boiled eggs.

Cucumber Butter
Peel about 2 inches of cucumber. Chop it finely till
it almost resembles a puree. Put 2 02S. butter in a
basin. Beat to a soft cream. Add salt and the cucumber.
Slowly add I teaspoonful lemon juice. When all the
ingredients are well blended, spread the mixture on a
plate, shape into a cake about t inch thick. Allow it to
become quite cold and set. With a knife dipped in hot
water, cut the butter into squares. Pile these in a glass
dish and serve with salmon or any other fish.

Caviare Sauce
Put in a pudding basin I yolk of egg, a few drops
of cold water, the juice of half a small lemon and I oz.
of butter divided into small pieces, salt and pepper.
Cook stirring all the time in the basin which you have
placed in a basin of boiling water. First the butter
melts, then the yolk thickens and you add more and
more butter till you have the sauce the right consistency
which should be rather stiff. If by any chance it curdles
due to too much heat, add a few more drops of cold
water and whip vigorously. Then add a small quantity
of whipped cream and a pudding spoon of caviare.
Stir well and serve.

Dutch Egg Sauce
3 yolks of raw eggs
2 whites
I tablespoonful of rough brown sugar
Stir these together and then add:
i cupful of malt vinegar
i cupful of water
Put all the ingredients in a double saucepan on a low
gas and beat swiftly-the more you beat the greater
quantity of sauce. Beat until it begins to thicken and is
of a creamy appearance.

DESSERTS

Claret is the liquor for boys;
port for men; but he who aspires
to be a hero must drink brandy.
Dr. Johnson (remark at dinner to
Sir Joshua Reynolds, 1779

Bread and Apple
Schmarren
One of the easiest dishes to prepare-but a very
tasty and economical one.
Cut some tart cooking apples into small shavings.
Cut an equal quantity of stale white bread the same size.
Put a big lump of butter in a frying pan. When
very hot, put the bread in and let it fry lightly. Then
add the apples.
Stir gently over a good heat. In 3 minutes the
schmarren ought to be done.
Sprinkle some sugar over it and it is ready for the
table.

J

Black Currant Water
Ice

Large handful young green leaves from black
currant bush.
,
I pint water; t lb. sugar; juice of 6 lemons
Make syrup with sugar and water-boil for a few
minutes. Throw in black currant leaves and boil for
minute. Cover the pan and let it cook. Strain. Ad
lemon juice and freeze.

Biscuits fir all Ices

Cream I oz. butter, same of icing sugar and bea
well. Add It whites of egg by degrees, I tablespoonfu
finely chopped almonds, I oz. of sifted flour, flavouring
and colouring. Put on baking tin in teaspoonfuls and
bake till done. Roll like brandy snaps.
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Crepes
Riviere-sur- Course
3 egg yolks
3 egg whites
1 small cupful of cream
2 good dessertspoonfuls of castor sugar
1 teaspoonful orange flour water or other flavour
Beat the whites very stiff. Mix the yolks, cream and
sugar, and put in some flour very slowly, till the mixture
is firm, then fold in the whites and drop small quantities
of this mixture from a ladle into deep boiling beef fat.
Fry till both sides are a light golden brown.

Pudding Prince de Conde
14 oz. brown sugar
9 oz. golden syrup
9 oz. butter
Put all into a saucepan and boil till the syrup is
golden. Cut up some yesterday's bread into little
squares. Soak them in cold milk and put them into the
syrup while it is golden.
Serve very hot with whipped cream. Sufficient for
8 people.

From Rose, Marchioness
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Mousse de Citron (

I )

I pint of cold water, boil with sugar.
Squeeze the juice of 4 lemons and finely grate th
rinds. Add to the water.
Mix 2 tablespoonfuls of cornflour with water, the
pour the hot water and sugar on to the cornflour; stan
aside to cool.
Beat 3 eggs, yolks and whites separately. Add to th
cooled mixture and warm through, stirring.

Mousse de Citron (
i
i

pint milk
pint white wine
A good i oz. gelatine
powder

2)

3 eggs
3 oz. castor sugar
i pint cream
Grated rind of 2
lemons
Soak the gelatine in the wine and dissolve it. Whis
egg yolks and sugar until they are thick and light. Ad
the gelatine, milk, lemon rind and juice, and then th
cream, beaten fairly stiffly. Stir together lightly an
set in a glass dish.

Negresse en Chemise
t lb. sponge fingers, 6 oz. sweetened chocolate,
3 .oz. butter, 8 eggs, whipped cream and a little sugar.
Llt~e a plain mould with sponge fingers lengthwise
whIch have been cut in half. Chop the chocolate and
~el~ this, adding the butter until quite smooth and
lIqUId. Divide the yolks from the whites of eggs, and
add ~he cooled chocolate to the yolks and mix thoroughl~,
put In a pan of hot water and stir over gentle heat until
th~ mixture thickens. Add sugar if necessary, while the
mIxture is cooling, whip.
Whip stiffiy the whites of eggs and fold them into
the mixture very thoroughly. Pour the chocolate into
the case and leave to set for '24 hours. Turn out and
de~orate with plenty of whipped cream and strew with
a lIttle coarsely chopped chocolate.
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Moka Milano
3 oz. castor sugar
4 oz. breadcrumbs

4 oz. butter
4 or S tablespoonfuls of

coffee
Cream butter and sugar together. Mix the bread
crumbs and coffee, add the creamed butter and suga
and beat well. Press into a glass dish and allow to
stand until set. Cover with whipped cream and
chopped almonds.

Figues Flambees

A very simple sweet when fresh figs are in season
which only takes 5 minutes to prepare. Peel some figs
put them in a silver or bi-metal pan with a mixture o
2 parts of curas;ao and 1 part brandy over a spirit lamp
Set the liqueur alight; and prick the figs with a silve
fork while the liqueur still burns; keep shaking the pan
By the time the figs are warm and soft, the curas;ao has
reduced and the flames die out naturally. Serve a
once. It should be either made in the dining-room or
sent in while still alight.
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Pascha
lb. of cream cheese
lb. castor sugar
4 oz. butter
2 oz. chopped almonds

i

pint dairy cream
vanilla pod (split
and add seeds)
2 eggs.
A few currants
Put the cream cheese through a sieve. Take a bowl,
put the yolks of two eggs and the sugar and mix well.
;Melt the butter and mix all ingredients together. Put
Into a colander lined with muslin, and press down with
a weight. Leave for 12 hours and serve. The same
mixture can be used in a flan of short pastry.
From H.E. Madame Torma
I
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Grapefruit Mousse
. .Take the juice of two grapefruits and add to it the
JUIce of an orange; grate the rind of one grapefruit and
of the orange; sweeten with sufficient sugar, and add
I 'pint of cream, mixing well. Put in the serving dish
wIth a few pieces of gateau de savoie or sponge cake,
pour the mixture over and let this stand for at least 3
hours. Serve very cold.
. In this case the best way to grate the rinds is to do
It with pieces of sugar, which you rub on all sides all
ov~r the skins; the sugar absorbs all the flavour of the
fruIt? after which you simply have to pound it before you
add It to the creme.
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Fresh Figs In Cream
Take some fresh green figs and peel them; cut them
in slices. Put them in a serving dish, standing on ice,
with a glass of port wine and a drop of cura~ao and
brandy mixed. Pour fresh cream all over, stir and serve
at once.

Red Currants Glace
Take some bunches of red currants. Dip them in
beaten white of egg, and sprinkle them well with fine
sugar. They should be well coated. Leave them laid
flat on a sheet of paper to dry.
Then serve.

Strawberry Caramel
. \iYith r lb. of loaf sugar make a caramel. While it
stIlI warm stir in r pint of cream. When it is cool,
add the juice of r lemon and 2 liqueur glasses of
brandy. Prepare r lb. of smallish strawberries, and
cover with the caramel cream.
Serve in cold glasses.
IS

Chocolate Cream Tart
6 oz. butter
6 oz. sugar
6 oz. almonds
chocolate
9 egg yolks
Whites of 9 eggs
Time 3 hours
Beat the butter smooth with the sugar, the egg yolks
and the melted chocolate; add the stiffly beaten whit~s
of eggs; lastly the unpeeled grated almond. Bake In
three layers in a moderate oven. When cool fill with the
following cream, beaten over steam.
3 eggs
4 tablespoonfuls cream
3 oz. sugar
When cold stir in 3 oz. butter, 3 oz. melted chocolate, rl oz. finely ground sugared almonds. Mix with
above cream and glaze the tart with chocolate.
From Mrs. Rex Andersen

sl oz.
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Les Florentines
3 oz. castor sugar
I oz. crystallized cherries
3 oz. halved almonds 2 oz. crystallized peel
! gill fresh cream
Block chocolate
Boil the cream, add sugar, melt together, and add
other ingredients. Remove from fire, and blend together with a wooden spoon.
Drop spoonfuls on greased tin. Place in moderate
oven, and when they start to brown on the edges, shape
with a round pastry cutter. Cook for about 10 minutes,
and then ease the Florentines from the tray with a
palette knife, and allow to cool. Cover the flat side with
melted chocolate, and when setting, make wavy lines
with the prongs of a fork in the chocolate surface.
The equivalent to fresh cream is 2 oz. of butter and
I tablespoonful of milk.
From Monsieur Jean Conil
[Monsieur Jean Conil comes from a long line of distinguished chefs, famous for their association with the
Royal Court. A great lover ofthe sea, his appointments
included those of personal chef to Admiral Sir George
Creasy. Jean ConiI is the author of For Epicures Only
and Haute Cuisine, two admirable books.]

Crack Snaps
4 oz. McDougall's self-raising flour
teaspoonful of salt
gill of milk
Sift the flour and salt into a basin, add the milk all
at once and mix with a fork. Bind it into a neat smooth
dough. Flour a board and roll the paste out as thinly as
possible, about the thickness of brown paper. Flour the
board frequently to prevent any sticking, and also the
pastry itself if necessary. Cut into neat slices about 4
Inches long by 2 inches wide and put them on a floured
baking sheet and cook in a fairly hot oven (Regulo mark
6) until golden brown in colour and crisp for about 8
minutes.
These little biscuits are excellent served with cheese
or for cocktail snacks. Spread with grated cheese mixed
with butter and browned under the grill or spread with
any other form of paste.

t
t
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Fierling
4 heaped tablespoonfuls castor sugar
4 tablespoonfuls milk
4 heaped tablespoonfuls flour
4 large eggs
Two frying pans of the same size
Break the eggs and put the yolks in a basin, add the
4 tablespoonfuls of flour and milk, and work for at least
20 minutes, until it is of the consistency of cream. The
white of eggs must then be beaten very stiffly with the
sugar, and then added to the first ingredients, beating
until it is as stiff as possible.
In each frying pan put I cupful of saltless margarine or
butter and melt till a golden yellow, then place half the
mixture in each frying pan. Fry briskly until the
bottom is brown, taking care not to burn it. Place on a
dish and turn out the mixture from the second pan on
top of the first, with the brown side uppermost, and
surround the pudding with the juice from the frying
pans.
Given by Madame Auslyn
[This is a centuries-old Dutch recipe used on many
festive occasions and universally popular.]

Duke of Cambridge
Pudding
6 oz. flaky pastry made with Spry
oz. candied peel or crystallized fruits
A little rum or liqueur
2 oz. butter
3 oz. sugar
2 egg yolks
Line a dish or flan ring with thinly rolled puff pastry.
Place a piece of greaseproof paper in the centre, with a
few baking beans to keep the pastry from rising. Bake
in a fairly hot oven 4250 to 4500 F. for about 20 minutes
with a piece of greaseproof paper over the top.
Take 2 oz. candied peel or crystallized fruits, chop
t,hem very finely and put them to soak for an hour in any
hqueur you fancy. Mix i cupful butter with t cupful
su,gar and the yolks of 2 eggs in a saucepan and let the
mIxture come to the boil. Then put your candied peel
at the bottom of your flan case and pour over the mixtU,re. Replace in a cooler oven and heat for about 10
mmutes.
Do not be afraid to boil the mixture as this results in
a deliciously crinkled surface to the tart. An elegant
e~tra to serve with the tart: whipped cream flavoured
WIth whatever liqueur you have used for the peel.
2

I
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Cuisses des Dames

t lb. plain flour

2 oz. sugar
Pinch of salt
I teaspoonful of
Rounded teaspoonful
grated lemon rind
of baking powder
2 eggs
2 oz. butter
Pinch of arrowroot
Sieve the flour, salt and baking powder, rub in the
butter, add sugar and lemon. Beat the eggs and make
the ingredients into a soft paste, add a little milk only if
necessary. Roll out on a floured board! to t inch thick.
Cook in hot fat, not yet smoking, for about 6 minutes.
When putting in the pan take great care not to break.

Petit Ratapan au Ronds
Make 6 oz. flaky pastry and cut it out to the size of
the saucer of a coffee cup, making enough for 3 rounds
for each person. When baked, spread the first round
with strawberry jam, then place another round of pastry
on this, spread apricot jam flavoured with a little rum.
Then on this place another round and spread with
cream whipped with sugar and decorated with some
chopped burnt almonds.

Patisseries it la Humbolt
Ingredients:
I oz. ground almonds
3 oz. flour
I t oz. butter
oz. sugar
A few drops almond essence
I egg yolk
Filling:
2 oz. creamed butter
2 oz. sugar
2 oz. chocolate
3 egg yolks
3 stiffly whipped whites 2 oz. ground almonds
Make the pastry. Put dry ingredients together.
Rub in the butter. Make into a firm paste with egg
yolk and water. Roll out and line a mould. Make
filling and place in lined mould. Add sugar to the
butter, work together. Add chocolate and almonds
and egg yolks. Fold in the whites. Cook in the pastry
for 20 minutes. Pour over apricot jam boiled with half
as much water and strained.
Garnish with angelica and serve hot.

t
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Rich Strawberry
Shortcake
10

1 pint of milk

oz. flour

4 teaspoonfuls baking

8 oz. sugar
teaspoonful salt
powder
I egg
3 oz. butter
Mix the dry ingredients and sift twice. Work in the
the shortening and add the egg well beaten and the
milk. Put on a floured board. Divide into two parts.
Pat and roll out and bake for 15-20 minutes on the
middle shelf of a hot oven, Regulo 7 or 450° F. in
two buttered round layer cake tins. When done, split
and spread under layer with cream sauce. Cover with
strawberries which have been sprinkled with powdered
sugar, again spread with sauce and cover with upper
layer.

t

Cream Sauce
I

egg

8 oz. castor sugar

t pint thick cream 1 teaspoonful vanilla essence
Beat white of egg until stiff, add yolk well beaten and
the sugar gradually. Beat the cream till stiff, combine
mixtures and flavour.
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Barquettes de Praises
6 oz. flour
I oz. castor sugar
Pinch of salt
Yolk of I egg
3 oz. of butter
Make a flan pastry with the flour, salt, Spry, sugar
and egg yolk. Line little boat-shaped moulds and cook
in an oven for 15-20 minutes, Regulo 6 or 4000 F.
Fill the little pastry boats with strawberries and cover
with a strawberry melba sauce. Serve with whipped
cream.

Strawberry Melba Sauce
I cupful strawberry jam (sieved); 2 oz. sugar.
Cook to a heavy syrup, taking care not to burn.
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Peel Shortcake
Ingredients:
6 oz. plain flour
4 oz. butter
4 oz. soft brown sugar

I

t

egg
te~spoonful

of

cmnamon

Filling:
2 oz. chopped peel
I oz. castor sugar
2 oz. ground almonds
I yolk of egg
I t oz. butter
Sieve flour and cinnamon and rub in the butter.
Stir in sugar and moisten with lightly beaten egg.
Knead a pliable dough and roll out into two rounds to
fit an 8-inch sandwich tin.
Make the filling by melting the butter and stirring
in the other ingredients. Put one round of pastry into
the greased and floured tin. Spread the filling over,
cover with the other round, and bake in a moderate
oven for half an hour. This cake keeps moist for a long
time.

KITCHEN HINTS
Magic in a teaspoonful of water

For making onions crisp, when the fat is hot add I
teaspoonful of cold water just before the onions are put
in. A tablespoonful of water added to pancake batter
or Yorkshire pudding, I tablespoonful to I pint of
liquid.
Foolproof Mayonnaise

4

Ij

I!
11

There must be at least a dozen ways of making
mayonnaise but by far the best is the original French
method of adding the oil drop by drop into the egg
yolks. This took an immense amount of time. So
imagine the pleasure of visiting a small French farmhouse and being given the following fool-proof tip.
To your 2 egg yolks stir in a teaspoonful of boiling vinegar. Your seasoning can now be added and your oil
after the first small quantity can now be added liberally.
The mayonnaise can be made in under 10 minutes.
All sauces made with butter or yolk of egg as a basis
must never be more than tepid for if too hot they will
curdle hopelessly and cannot be retrieved.
New Potatoes

The most successful way to bring out the flavour of
new potatoes is to boil them but do not add the mint
until they are within 10 minutes of being cooked.
Pour away all the water, add your mint, replace saucepan lid and leave for S to 10 minutes.
To make Cucumber digestible

Peel the cucumber and cut in very thin slices. Put
these in a soup plate and sprinkle the slices with a great
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deal of salt. Leave it to rest for t an hour. Then drain
it well and squeeze it in a cloth, so as to remove all the
water, which is the indigestible part of the cucumber.
Put the cucumber in a small serving dish and season it
with wine vinegar and freshly ground pepper.
Bouquet garni-so often mentioned throughout this
book is prepared from a bayleaf, a few peppercorns,
sprig of thyme, sprig of marjoram, and a little parsley,
tied together in a muslin bag. For a Bouquet Garni
for fish add basil, tarragon and a little lemon ring.

Flaky Pastry made with Spry
2 teaspoonfuls of lemon
8 oz. plain flour
! level teaspoonful of salt juice (optional)
6 tablespoonfuls of cold
5 oz. Spry
water.

